
MY CHOICE FROM THE START :

take the shortest route in distance

Usually on this kind of sprint race, I aim for a top 10 because
some soLers are very very strong on this exercise.

For this reason, I am extremely happy to have won this one.

Calmxy for example is perhaps the greatest specialist of the
sprint, you only have to see the precision of his changes of
edge and the number of sprint that he could win.
Brewman had just won the previous one brilliantly.

As usual, I didn't ask myself any question, considering the
wind angle, I went straight to the mark without trying to
calculate if I could gain 0,05nm. That's not the attitude of
someone who wants to do better than a top 10.

I immediately told myself that the key would be the transfer
to the Illa de Ons and indeed the rest of my report will show
that the key was indeed there.

For me, the sprint is a moment of extreme tension, always on 
the edge with the fear of making the slightest mistake, even 
more so when you are in front. In the end I finished tired.



Less distance traveled

MY CHOICE FROM THE START :

take the shortest route in distance



the crucial 
moment

Differences in trajectory between the 
podium

VMG

I think the difference was this
gybe, I turned a litlle bite earlier
than others and a little after Rafa

Me
Calmxy and Brewman

If I compare with Brewman who
changed tack almost at the
same time, I am a bit lucky to
have changed tack at exactly the
right moment and it is this
moment that makes me win



me
Calmxy and Brewman

2 big stress moments

Before ahead with 0,02nm
After Alternation between place 1 & 3

Server jumps

BIG STRESS MOMENTS

The very bad luck 
moment for 
Brewman on this 
last turn.
Sorry my friend !!!!!

Awfull jump server for me



SO CLOSE

AS YOU CAN SEE

1s. 5s.
10s.

11s.



THANKS ALL SoLers FOR THIS RACE:

Thanks a lot for the soLer TEAM !!!!!!!!!


